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Purpose

26
Cervical cancer remains the second most common cancer and cancer-related death among 27 women in Ethiopia. This is the first study, to our knowledge, describing the demographic, and 28 clinicopathologic characteristics of cervical cancer cases in a mainly rural, Southwestern
29
Ethiopian population with a low literacy rate to provide data on the cervical cancer burden and 30 help guide future prevention and intervention efforts. 
Results
39
Of the 154 participants with a histopathologic diagnosis of cervical cancer, 95.36% had not heard 40 of cervical cancer and 89.6% were locally advanced at the time of diagnosis. Moreover, 86.4% 41 of participants were illiterate, and 62% lived in a rural area. 
Study population
83
The study population included non-pregnant women voluntarily attending the Jimma alternative options of undergoing a cervical punch biopsy to recognize any cervical pathology.
95
Oral consent was obtained from each case before the interview, punch biopsy procedure and data 96 collection for participation in the study. Then each patient was interviewed using a standardized 97 questionnaire to extract information regarding additional clinical features, sociodemographic 98 characteristics, maternity history, and knowledge about cervical carcinoma, amongst others.
99
Questionnaires were collected weekly and checked for adequacy -those with inadequate data
100
(missing data or unrecognizable responses) were excluded. Pelvic examination was conducted to Prior studies found that the mean number of sexual partners in Ethiopia for women is 213 approximately 1.5 (cervical lesions not specified) compared to our study which is 2.9 [21-22]
214
and an increased number of sexual partners raises the probability of becoming infected with
215
HPV. The total fertility rate is estimated to be 4.8 children per woman in Ethiopia (cervical 216 lesions not specified) compared to our study which is 6.27 per woman. The proposed mechanism 217 for higher parity as a risk factor for cervical cancer include increased estrogen exposure during (Table 5) . 
